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a b s t r a c t 

In group-to-group videoconferencing (VC), social actions are coordinated between participants in the 

physical and online environment, which raises the practical problem of how to manage the interactional 

space in a collaborative and inclusive manner. This can be particularly challenging for less experienced 

(i.e., novice) users of VC. The present study uses multimodal conversation analysis (CA) to investigate how 

university students, who speak English as a foreign language, organise their conduct in the moment-by- 

moment unfolding of VC. It focuses on moments that make additional interactional work to include the 

remote party salient, namely transitions regarding next-speaker selection and topic change. The analy- 

sis illustrates the reflexive use of different constellations of talk and screen-oriented behaviours as key 

for coordinating actions in the VC environment. The study has implications for educational research and 

practice, since it helps understand the interactional competence learners need to develop to succeed in 

environments of online collaborative work. 

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 
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. Introduction 

During the past years, forms of international collaboration be- 

ween students from different universities and geographical loca- 

ions have been integrated into university education. As part of 

hese aspirations, videoconferencing (VC) has been widely used 

ith the attempt to provide students with authentic experiences 

nd opportunities to carry out tasks together with peers across 

istances and institutional barriers (e.g., O’Dowd 2018 ). This has 

raditionally meant using tools and platforms that enable group- 

o-group interaction in hybrid configurations (i.e., from students’ 

erspective, there are both physically co-present and remote par- 

icipants). Previous studies have shown multiparty hybrid meet- 

ngs particularly challenging because of their design features and 

articipants’ asymmetric access to each other’s embodied con- 

uct and environments ( Saatci et al., 2020 ; see also e.g., Heath 

 Luff 20 0 0 ). Coordinating actions in the shared ‘interactional 

pace’ ( Oittinen, 2018 , 2020a ; see also Mondada 2013 ) in an in-

elligible and inclusive manner has been highlighted as a key is- 

ue. Although interaction in hybrid settings have been studied 

n working life contexts, such as in business (e.g., Oittinen 2018 , 

aatçi et al. 2020 ), knowledge of the in situ practices in educa- 

ional settings is still scarce (but see e.g., Jakonen & Jauni 2021 ). 

he present paper addresses this gap by investigating how uni- 
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ersity students organise their conduct in group-to-group VC and 

evelop collaborative and inclusive practices vis-á-vis the ongoing 

ctivity. 

The data for the study come from two video-recorded VC ses- 

ions that are part of a virtual exchange project organised in spring 

018. It involves university students from two institutions collabo- 

ating with each other over a joint task without prior experience 

f attending videoconferences (i.e., they are novice users of VC). 

 use multimodal conversation analysis (CA) to examine the stu- 

ents’ methods to advance the given task via verbal, embodied 

nd material resources, and how this is done in and across the 

hysical and distributed spatial configurations. The analysis focuses 

n moments that make additional interactional work to include 

he remote party relevant: transitions related to next-speaker se- 

ection ( Sections 5.1 and 5.2 ) and topic change ( Section 5.3 ). The

ndings indicate recipient-designed and multimodal turn construc- 

ions, such as using the constellation of talk and screen-oriented 

estures, as key resources for advancing interaction at these mo- 

ents in a collaborative and inclusive manner. The role of the af- 

ordances and limitations of the distributed spatial configuration, 

ncluding differing spatial orders, in the situated production and in- 

erpretation of social conduct is promoted (cf. Saatçi et al., 2020 ). 

nderstanding of the delicacies and functions of interactional de- 

ails, such as the reflexive mobilisation of one’s body, is presented 

s a potential teachable. The study thus sheds light on hybrid edu- 

ational settings and how conversation analytic findings may be 
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sed to inform the development of future pedagogical practices 

see Sert 2021 ). 

. The role of spatial configuration in multiparty interaction 

Conversation analysis (CA) was developed out of interest in the 

rganisation of interaction and the resources interlocutors use to 

roduce and interpret each other’s social actions in situ (see e.g., 

oodwin 1981 ; 20 0 0 ; Sacks et al., 1974 ). Already one of the early

orks by Sacks et al. (1974) showed the complexities of multi- 

arty interaction, in which turn-taking and participation need to 

e collaboratively negotiated, among many people. These situa- 

ions require careful mutual monitoring of co-participants’ actions 

e.g., talk, gaze, gestures) because of having to wait for suitable 

laces to take turns and deal with potential competition over the 

oor. Even in situations where turn-taking is more regulated by 

ituation-specific norms and the roles enacted by participants (e.g., 

n business meetings or classrooms), access to talk and multimodal 

onduct is part and parcel of this situated negotiation. 

The material setting, bodily arrangement of interlocutors and 

he surrounding spatial configuration(s) have special relevance for 

he ways in which multiparty interaction unfolds ( Goffman, 1981 ; 

endon, 1990 ; Mondada, 2011 ). Whether the interlocutors sit or 

tand and are next to or opposite each other plays a role be- 

ause diverse formations (or F-formations , Kendon, 1990 ) make rel- 

vant different affordances for pursuing joint interactional pro- 

esses. Mondada (2011 , 2013 ) uses the term ‘interactional space’ 

o describe how these formations are dynamic instead of static, 

.e., how they are constantly shaped, adjusted, (re)negotiated and 

onstructed by the interlocutors’ mutually available resources and 

heir locally produced actions, such as talk, gaze, gestures and 

ovement ( Mondada, 2013 : 250). A growing body of work has fo- 

used specifically on the role of the physical surroundings, illus- 

rating the impact of room architecture on one’s possibilities to 

ake part in discussion and accomplish relevant transitions, such as 

eave-taking (e.g., Haddington & Oittinen 2022 , Jucker et al. 2018 , 

ondada 2013 , Ticca 2012 ). 

Previous research has shown that multimodal resources and 

he spatial configuration play a role also in classroom interaction 

nd, in particular, as part of next-speaker selection (e.g., Fasel Lau- 

on & Berger 2015 , Jacknick 2021 ). In their study on students’ 

oundtable update discussions, Chen & Brandt (2021) illustrate how 

he seating arrangement (i.e., side-by-side vs. face-to-face) allows 

he students use their bodies in different ways to mobilise the 

nteractional space for turn-taking and co-participation. For in- 

tance, turning one’s upper body and using body torque (see also 

chegloff 1998 ) is seen as an effective way to self-select in the on- 

oing talk, if the current speaker is seated next to the incipient 

peaker. In contrast, this kind of additional embodied work is not 

eeded between students who face each other around the table 

 Chen & Brandt, 2021 : 69). The study looks beyond the mere use

f multimodal resources, such as gaze, head movements and ges- 

ures, and highlights how it is the combination of such resources 

isplayed at a specific moment and in accordance with the spatial 

onfiguration that creates the opportunities for allocating and tak- 

ng turns vis-á-vis the ongoing activity. In the data for the present 

tudy, the spatial configuration is distributed and projected in dif- 

erent ways for the participants (i.e., via screens in two locations), 

hich makes the production and interpretation of social actions, 

nd the mutual advancement of interaction, more complex. 

. Collaborative practices in video-mediated work and learning 

nvironments 

Multiparty interaction has been extensively studied in tech- 

ologized workplace contexts, such as business meetings (e.g., 
2 
ittinen 2020a , 2020b ; Nielsen 2019 ; Saatci et al. 2020 ), con-

rol rooms (e.g., Heath & Luff 20 0 0 ) and medical settings (e.g., 

ue 2020 , Stommel et al. 2019 ). The challenges of video-mediated 

nvironments have been described through asymmetric access to 

emote participants’ bodily-visual conduct, such as gestures, which 

an be consequential for advancing the ongoing interaction (e.g., 

an Braak et al. 2021 , Luff et al. 2003 , Rintel 2013 ). Some scholars

ave focused specifically on the relevance of the distributed spatial 

onfiguration and the multiple interactional spaces one must man- 

ge when coordinating social actions ( Oittinen, 2018 , 2020a ; see 

lso Due 2020 ). ‘Hybrid’ multiparty settings consisting of seated 

o-located and remote participants connected via video have been 

ound particularly challenging because of their design features: for 

nstance, the size and placement of the remote participants’ im- 

ge displays in the room, volume and web camera angle can all 

romote unequal access to social conduct and to what is going 

n (see Saatçi et al. 2020 ). On the other hand, enhanced plat- 

orms with large screens, which emulate co-present situations, 

ave been shown to facilitate access to bodily-visual conduct in the 

hared interactional space and mutually advanced activities (see 

ittinen 2020b ). The technological design and the overall spatial 

onfiguration may thus both enable certain forms of participation 

nd limit others, such as the use of embodied resources to include 

emote participants. 

Video-mediated learning situations have received an increasing 

mount of attention during the past years (e.g., Austin et al. 2017 ; 

ert & Balaman 2018 , Guichon & Cohen 2014 , Hjulstad 2016 , 

usk & Pörn 2019 , Sert 2021 ). Research in the areas of Com- 

uter Assisted Language Learning (CALL) and task-based (language) 

earning has highlighted the affordances digit al tools and video- 

ediated learning spaces provide for (language) learning. These 

tudies have shown the importance of collaborative practices, es- 

ecially mutually coordinated talk and screen-based activities, to 

earning (see Pekarek Doehler & Balaman 2021 ). Furthermore, 

ideo-mediated environments have been found as fruitful places 

or language learning and the development of interactional skills 

nd “methods for action”: learners’ interactional competence (IC) 

see Pekarek Doehler & Balaman 2021 ). IC encompasses not only 

cquiring certain sets of language-related knowledge (e.g., gram- 

ar) but also the ways to organise one’s behaviour so that it is 

nderstandable to others at some given moment ( Pekarer Doehler 

 Berger, 2016 : 2). Although some studies have identified the 

esources and affordances by which learners in video-mediated 

nvironments can make their participatory behaviours and con- 

uct accessible in situ (e.g., Dooly & Davitova 2018 ; Guichon & 

ohne 2014 ), the role of the spatial configuration in hybrid settings 

as not gained much attention yet (but see Jakonen & Jauni 2022 ). 

The present study builds on earlier literature on technologized 

ettings and CALL and investigates how novice users of hybrid VC 

ho speak English as a foreign language develop their methods 

or participation in a collaborative and inclusive manner. It an- 

wers the call for more empirical research on VC-based teaching 

 González-Lloret et al., 2021 ) and sheds light on the practices by 

hich interactional challenges in these settings can be overcome, 

r potentially even prevented, in the future. 

. Data and methods 

The data for this study come from video-recordings of two 

ideoconferencing sessions organised as part of an international 

ollaboration during a virtual exchange programme (VE) in 2018. 

he collaboration was organised by two universities in Europe, 

niversity of Jyväskylä and University of Pardubice, and altogether 

2 students took part in the programme: twelve students from 

yväskylä and ten from Pardubice. The VE was organised so that 

he students were first divided into two smaller ‘home’ groups 
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Fig. 1. Screen displays of parties (Group A) and the placement of the Jyväskylä students in the room. 
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6/5 + 6/5). During the first weeks, they were encouraged to use 

iverse communication tools, such as Facebook, messenger, and 

mail, to get to know one another (see Háhn 2020 ). Within these 

maller groups, the students were also assigned into pairs so that 

here was one Finnish and one Czech student in each team, with 

he exception of two groups of three in which there were two 

innish students and one Czech student. Each team had the task to 

nvestigate the role and appearance of English in one’s home city 

n one of the following domains: commerce, advertising, catering, 

ravel and higher education. The collaboration culminated in two 

roup-to-group VC sessions (i.e., in ‘home’ groups) in which the 

eams were to share their findings and invoke joint discussion. Ev- 

ryone was asked to come to the VC prepared, which resulted in 

he teams agreeing via email what to say. At the time, the stu- 

ents did not have additional video communication tools at their 

isposal, which along with the COVID-19 pandemic, have become 

ore common in VE. 

The VC data total 90 min of recording, comprising two 45 min 

essions in which the topic areas were covered. Each party had a 

esignated chair who had been given the responsibility to initi- 

te and moderate the discussion. All the students in the recordings 

peak English as a second or a foreign language, but their level 

f proficiency varies; the Finnish students have a higher level of 

inguistic proficiency (C1) compared to their Czech peers (B2). For 

ost of the students (87%), it was their first time to participate in 

 videoconference, which made it a perspicuous place for learn- 

ng not only about communication in an international group but 

lso in a synchronous online environment (see Háhn & Podlásková

016 ). All the students signed an informed consent prior to the 

essions, and their identities are protected in the data transcripts 

y using pseudonyms. 

In the recorded data, the students are seated in a semicircular 

ormation in the classrooms in Jyväskylä and Pardubice, and they 

re facing a large screen that displays the remote party. They can 

lso see themselves in a small size on the right-hand bottom cor- 

er of the screens. Audio is transmitted via the VC system without 

xternal speakers. In both sessions, the teachers are in the rooms 

utside the camera lens, observing the students’ discussions. The 

essions were recorded by using two cameras placed next to the 

creens in both locations, and in addition to this, a standing cam- 

ra was placed at the back of the classroom in Jyväskylä. Fig. 1 

llustrates the overall setup of Group A’s session (i.e., seating ar- 

angement, designated chair and placement of screen displays and 

ecording devices), depicting also how the situation looked like 

rom the side of the Jyväskylä students. Fig. 2 shows the organi- 

ation of students in Group B. 
i

3

The video recordings were analysed using multimodal conver- 

ation analysis (CA) (e.g., Hazel et al. 2014 ) which puts the coordi- 

ation of social actions, namely their sequential and temporal or- 

anisation (e.g., Schegloff et al. 1977 ), at the core. In this paper, 

 focus specifically on the students’ verbal and embodied displays 

nd their varying constellations. The extracts were chosen from a 

ollection of cases in which additional interactional work to uphold 

rientation to the shared interactional space and to include the re- 

ote party became salient: transitions related to next-speaker se- 

ection and topic change. Whereas the former is connected to mo- 

ents after the presentations when the teams were to invoke di- 

logue as of part the whole group discussion, the latter is about 

ransitions into the next topic. In total, there were 25 instances of 

ransitions that were analysed. In addition, the data include transi- 

ions regarding the beginnings and ends of the sessions, but these 

re not part of the collection due to their distinct function. In the 

ttempt to include the details of both talk and multimodal con- 

uct, the data extracts have been annotated by applying the tran- 

cription conventions developed by Jefferson (2004) and a modi- 

ed version of Mondada’s (2018) conventions. The annotations of 

mbodied conduct are necessarily selective due to the large num- 

er of participants. 

. Collaborative and inclusive practices in students’ 

ideoconferencing 

The analysis shows the practical challenge of mutually ac- 

omplished transitions related to next-speaker selection and topic 

hange and how the students manage these moments in situ via 

erbal and embodied resources. The students make the distributed 

patial configuration relevant in the unfolding interaction through 

arious displays, namely their alternating bodily-visual orienta- 

ion in and between the interactional spaces. The first two sub- 

ections show the students’ methods to select next speaker(s), 

ighlighting the importance of a ‘face-to-screenface formation’ (cf. 

ue, 2020 ; see also Haddington & Oittinen 2022 ), contextualised 

nd indexical expressions, and the role of the chair. The third sub- 

ection illustrates how a transition into the next topic results in 

 workaround that then becomes recognised as contributing to 

 ‘spatially biased’ procedure. The analysis highlights the affor- 

ances and limitations of the spatial configuration for joint accom- 

lishment of activities but also how novice VC users are able to 

dapt to these situations in the moment-by-moment unfolding of 

nteraction. 
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Fig. 2. Screen displays of parties in Group B. 
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.1. Interactional practices in next-speaker selection 

Transitions after each pair’s presentation are particularly sus- 

eptible places to modify the students’ participant roles and their 

rientation in the shared interactional space (see Mondada 2011 ; 

013 , Jakonen & Jauni 2022 ), since they should ideally lead to joint

iscussion. What makes these moments challenging is that gaze 

nd other subtle resources, that have been found key in co-present 

ultiparty settings (cf. Chen & Brandt, 2021 ), cannot be effectively 

sed in hybrid VC to target any specific persons across the two lo- 

ations. This section illustrates the relevance of the students’ bodily 

rrangement (i.e., ‘face-to-screenface’ formation), contextualisation 

f turns and the role of the chair when accomplishing invoking 

oint discussion. 
4 
The first extract comes from a point in Group A’s session where 

ona and Kamila have been the first ones to introduce their find- 

ngs on the role of English in the two cities (i.e., in the context 

f catering). It is shown how Kamila attempts to invoke discussion 

nd open the floor to any potential next speaker(s) (Lines 1–5). She 

ses the pronoun ‘you’ repeatedly in her turn, maintaining a body 

osition by which she orientates primarily to the Finnish party. 

hat seems to contribute to the difficulty in getting the conver- 

ation going is that it is not clear to which the ‘you’ refers (i.e., ev-

ryone else except for Kamila and Mona). Furthermore, the session 

hairs, Alisa and Lia, do not take action to moderate the discussion 

ut instead leave it up to the presenters to advance the moment. 

Extract 1 
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The extract begins with Kamila’s turn with which she explic- 

tly invites questions regarding the presentation that she and Mona 

ave just delivered. After an incomplete sequence beginning, she 

ses an epistemic formulation, starting with ‘I think’ (Line 3), to 

nitiate self-repair and make relevant the fact that the presenta- 

ion is available for everyone to see in their laptops. After a turn- 

ontinuing ‘so’, she repeats the question, mentioning now explicitly 

hat questions regarding the role of English in both cities are wel- 

ome (Lines 4 and 5). Kamila ends her turn with a phrase includ- 

ng the modal expression, ‘you can ask’, with which she empha- 

izes not only the co-participants’ right to ask questions but also 

hat it is preferred (cf. Stevanovic & Peräkylä, 2012 ). At the same 

ime, Mona turns her gaze and upper body towards her local party, 

rienting to being a co-moderator of the discussion and indicating 

hat the prior turn was likely targeted at the Finnish party. What 

ollows is something that could be interpreted as nervous laugh- 

er by both parties, potentially connected to not having anything 

o say. During the ensuing silence (Line 7), Mona indicates orienta- 
5 
ion to her co-participants in both locations as accountable to ask 

r say something by alternating her gaze between the Czech and 

he Finnish party. She then fixes her gaze to the latter and takes 

he floor hesitatively, stating thereafter that she herself does not 

ave questions. She uses the expression ‘but do you guys’ (Line 8) 

o engage her local peers and to specifically retarget the question 

t them. During the turn, she also produces a self-directed gesture 

long with the first-person pronoun ‘I’ and an open-hand palm- 

own gesture to index that the ‘you’ she refers to are actually the 

thers around the same table (Fig. 3). Thus, she uses talk and bod- 

ly displays in a specific way to make the Finnish party accountable 

or answering Kamila’s question. 

Before Mona comes to a recognizable turn completion, Mark, 

ho has been using his laptop, suddenly intervenes with a turn- 

nitial expression ‘just a sec’ uttered in a quieter voice (Line 9). 

fter Mona’s acknowledgment of this, Mark asks if during the task 

hey tried to also make orders in English. He glances only at Mona 

ho asked the question (i.e., not the screen that displays Kamila 
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nd the Czech party), to which Mona responds with a turn-initial 

ah’ and a negative response, ‘no’, uttered in an emphatic manner 

Line 12). Kamila, albeit not being verbally or bodily addressed, 

akes her recipiency relevant and starts to produce a response 

artly in overlap with Mona (Line 13). This verbal interruption is 

eeded, and it depicts the challenge of how to interrupt a con- 

ersation in a polite manner or indicate being excluded in a hy- 

rid setting. Kamila’s turn immediately invites the Finnish party’s 

aze towards the Czech party and helps them restore orientation 

o the distributed spatial configuration and their shared interac- 

ional space (see Oittinen 2018 ). Mona’s change-of-state token, ‘oh’ 

 Heritage, 1984 ), encompasses a level of surprise, as Kamila’s an- 

wer to Mark’s question is the opposite of hers. Along with her 

urn continuing ‘yeah’, she produces an emphatic open-hand ges- 

ure towards the screen (Fig. 4) by which she now includes the 

zech party, and Kamila in specific, in the ongoing talk. Her ‘well’- 

refaced acknowledgment that follows, ‘well you did’ (Line 15), 
6 
lso makes Kamila’s response retrospectively relevant. After Mona’s 

ost-positioned laughter that ensues, Kamila proceeds with a turn- 

ontinuing conjunctive ‘and’ and a my-side telling during which at- 

ention remains on her. 

The data also shows transitions in which the role of the des- 

gnated chair(s) is more pivotal. At these moments, verbal co- 

oderation and the temporal organisation of embodied practices, 

ncluding the utilization of other-oriented gestures that are large 

nd visible enough, were found key. The next extract from Group 

’s session illustrates this point. It is from a moment after Essi 

nd Nadja’s presentation (i.e., on English in commerce) when the 

oor should be opened for further discussion. It shows how next- 

peaker selection and invoking dialogue is co-moderated by the 

innish chair, Jere, who advances the sequence via gaze, gestures 

nd the pronoun ‘you’ (Line 9). In this case, the question used to 

nitiate the transition and target the next speaker are clearly con- 

extualised. 

Extract 2 
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The extract begins with Essi’s concluding turn relating to her 

xperience of using English in a local shop. She prefaces the final 

ummary, ‘it went well’, with an adverbial ‘yeah’ (Line 2) during 

hich she turns her gaze to the Finnish chair, Jere. Ada, who has 

een closely monitoring Essi’s turn, acknowledges this with a ver- 

al token and a nod. Since Nadja has already shared her findings 

nd experience relating to the topic area, the floor is thereafter 

pen for further discussion. Jere immediately orients to this and 

roduces a follow-up question bodily and verbally targeted at Essi 

Line 4-5), by which he inquires whether it is possible that the 

ashier identified Essi as a Finnish person. It is already after the 

rst half of his turn that Jere changes his body position slightly 

nd turns to look at the Czech party for a while. He produces the 

ast part laughingly, which induces the laughter of his local peers. 

t this point, also the Czech students orient to the situation via 

miling. When Essi responds in a similar manner, also Nadja starts 

o laugh in the other end (Lines 7 and 8). During this, Jere again

ncludes the Czech party in the conversation by turning his gaze 

owards the screen. 

After this, Jere changes the recipiency of his question by 

ephrasing it (Line 9) and producing a pointing gesture towards the 

zech participants with a pen in his hand (Fig. 5). He also uses the 

ronoun ‘you’, which is, in this case contextualised by the previ- 

us turn and Jere’s embodied actions. Hence, although the pronoun 

ould refer to anyone in the other location or the whole collective, 

t is clear what its indexing function is. This is partly due to the 

ole Jere has enacted after the recognizable sequence conclusion 

ut also to his inclusive behaviour that has encompassed alternat- 

ng gaze and body position between his local and remote partici- 

ants. Already before the onset of Nadja’s turn, Jere’s actions have 

nsured that the attention of the Finnish students is already fixed 

n her; Jere’s verbal and embodied actions have invited everyone 

n the same location to look at the screen. When Nadja ratifies the 

ontextualisation of Jere’s question by initiating her turn verbally 

Line 10), the others in her location turn to look at her (Fig. 6). As

he continues to talk, Jere produces visible acknowledgement and 

o-ahead tokens, such as nods, to indicate listenership and support 

he ongoing turn. 

The extract manifests Jere as skilled not only in enacting his 

ole and moderating the transition but also in managing the shared 

nteractional space in an embodied manner. He uses both the affor- 
7 
ance of the side-by-side arrangement and face-to-screenface for- 

ation to contextualise his actions and uphold a dual orientation 

see Chen & Brandt 2021 ), which is needed to include all relevant 

arties in the ongoing discussion. 

This subsection has illustrated the problem of targeting the next 

peaker in an intelligible and inclusive way and so that joint dis- 

ussion is facilitated. The hybrid meeting configuration seems to 

ring special challenges for using the constellation of gaze and 

he pronoun ‘you’, to which one must attend in the moment. 

he two extracts highlighted the students’ verbal practices as key, 

lso showing the relevance of roles (see Rusk & Pörn 2019 ), turn- 

elated contextualisation and the mobilisation of the shared inter- 

ctional space for other-oriented gestures (cf. Goodwin, 1981 ; see 

lso Mondada 2011 ). This finding is important in that it points to- 

ards a connection between role-based behaviour and ‘embodied 

nteractional competence’ ( Okada, 2018 ; see also Pekarek Doehler 

 Berger 2016 ) that can be seen to facilitate interactional processes 

n the hybrid learning environment. 

.2. The problem of averted gaze and disengaged body position after 

ext-speaker selection 

As illustrated by the previous extracts, the students’ embodied 

rientation toward the members in the other location is treated as 

 key indicator of recipiency that can help invoke joint discussion 

fter transitions. In contrast, the data also shows that disengaged 

ody position, resulting from maintaining in one’s ‘home position’ 

 Chen & Brandt, 2021 ), may be visibly accounted for as an indi-

ation of exclusive behaviour (cf. Luff et al., 2003 ). In Group A, 

his occurred after three cases of next-speaker selection where the 

zech party was not bodily engaged by their Finnish peers (i.e., the 

thers remained in an F-formation encompassing their local space 

lone; see Kendon 1990 ). 

The next extract comes from a moment when the Czech stu- 

ents clearly orient to the violation of the maxim “focus your at- 

ention on the video call at all times” ( Cserz ̋o, 2021 ). It takes place

hen Eetu and Lia have shared their findings on English in travel- 

ng in both cities. The discussion has proceeded to a point where 

he first speaker selection has been accomplished and the Czech 

tudents have just shared some of their experiences. In the extract, 

ia explicitly invokes further discussion on a prior argument made 
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y her local peer (i.e., not everyone in Czech wants to speak En- 

lish) and asks how the Finnish students see it (Line 1). After an 

mmediate response by Eetu, another Finnish student, Mark, initi- 

tes a long turn (Line 15) during which he does not look at the 
8 
zech party at all (Lines 21–23). Prior to this moment, Mark has 

ontinuously had his gaze and body directed only at his local peers 

hile talking, which has induced visible but inaudible reactions 

rom the Czech party (e.g., frowns, gazes to each other). 

Extract 3 
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The extract begins with Lia attempting to invoke dialogue and 

xplicitly handing the floor over to the Finnish party. Her post- 

ositioned laughter, the silence that ensues (Line 2) and the laugh- 

er of some others produced in overlap with Alisa’s turn initiation 

ndicate some level of nervousness or uncertainty. Eetu’s account 

Lines 5–12) that becomes vocally supported by Alisa and Mona is 

learly directed to both parties, which can be seen in the other- 

riented gestures (i.e., in front of him) he produces to support his 

alk. It is already during this that Mark turns away from the screen, 

akes a sip of coffee and then remains in his ‘home position’ which 

eems like a disengaged position from the perspective of the Czech 

arty (Fig. 7). When he, a while later, initiates a turn, which is a 

lear continuation to Eetu’s response, he remains in this position 

nd sideways toward the screen (Line 14). While the physical spa- 

ial arrangement is due to the room architecture, Mark also has 

is gaze fixed on the participants in front of him and produces an 

pen-handed palm-up gesture directed at them alone. What could 

e done to salvage the moment and include the remote party is 

he production of a body torque ( Chen & Brandt, 2021 ; see also

chegloff 1998 ) or at least a partial face-to-screenface formation, 

hich could come across more bodily inviting in the shared inter- 

ctional space. When Mark continues his turn (Line 16), some of 

he Czech students, namely Elena and Mila, react to what is going 

n by pouting their lips. 

When Mark continues, he raises his right-hand palm up again, 

oncurrently with correcting his posture. While he alternates his 

aze between the members of the local party, he still does not 

urn to look at the screen displaying the Czech party and where 

he web camera is placed. After Eetu’s agreement token ‘yeah’ (Line 

8), Mark continues with a turn continuing conjunction, ‘and’, and 

n epistemic marker, ‘you know’, during which Silvie starts whis- 

ering something in the other location. This momentary parallel 

alk invites her local peers’ attention (Lines 20 and 22); the oth- 

rs turn to look at her (Fig. 8), and Lia, sitting next to her, leans

lightly toward her and responds in a vocal but quiet manner. This 

chismatic interaction ( Egbert, 1997 ) makes the problem of Mark’s 
9 
odily disengagement relevant and creates a space for alliance- 

uilding in the Czech students’ location (cf. Oittinen, 2018 ). The 

rouble itself remains not verbalized and the Finnish party does 

ot seem to notice it, which indicates the delicacy of the situation 

nd the practical problem of how to flag troubles like this in a hy- 

rid VC. When Mark continues his turn from his home position, 

he Czech students return their gaze to screen but still attend to 

he problem; Kamila shakes her head smilingly, and Elena glances 

t the direction past Kamila, potentially towards their teacher who 

s sitting in that part of the room. 

This section has shown how upholding joint discussion after 

ext-speaker selection becomes problematic because of an embod- 

ed behaviour that is interpreted as disengaged. Although the prob- 

em is accounted for in a visible and embodied but non-disruptive 

anner in the other location, it is not made publicly known to 

veryone in the hybrid configuration. The analysis points to the 

eed to understand the relevance of embodied work and face-to- 

creenface orientation in group-to-group VC, but it also indicates 

o the difficulty of claiming recipiency across distances (i.e., how 

o do it without interrupting the ongoing discussion). 

.3. Role of distributed spatial configuration in transitions related to 

opic change 

In both VC sessions, transitions related to a topic change were 

ommonly initiated by the chairs. However, the order in which the 

airs were to present their findings was explicitly discussed only 

n Group B. This section shows the relevance of the hybrid spatial 

onfiguration for establishing the procedure at the beginning of the 

ession, which becomes challenged after two topics have been dis- 

ussed. The first extract depicts the moment when Jere initiates 

he transition into the first topic by using a large mapping gesture 

hat complies with the spatial configuration of the Finnish party 

lone (Lines 5 and 6). However, as it occurs midway through Jere’s 

erbal transition, it is probably a workaround with no intention to 

ndicate ‘spatial bias’ (see Saatçi et al. 2020 ). 

Extract 4 
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The extract shows how Jere enacts his role as the chair and 

xplicitly accomplishes the transition into the first presentation 

opic. He has just initiated and modified the prior sequence in- 

olving introductions of each student and their given topic area, 

hich is here followed by his boundary marker ‘so’ (Line 1). He 

epeats it a couple of times, concurrently gazing down at his note- 

ook, which indicates a moment of uncertainty about what to do 

ext. During the silence that follows, some of the Czech students 

lance at Adam, making his role as the other chair and as some- 

ne who could potentially take over the floor relevant. However, 

ssi, sitting next to Jere, suddenly turns to look at him and pro- 

uces a candidate solution regarding what they should do (Line 

). Jere acknowledges this via an agreement token, ’yeah’, concur- 

ently turning his gaze to the remote party. He then repeats and 

hereby also confirms Essi’s proposal for next action and accom- 

lishes the transition into negotiating the way to proceed. He uses 

he collective expression ‘should we’ along with his suggestion to 

tart with Niko and produces a pointing gesture towards him while 

olding a pen in his hand (Fig. 9). After continuing with the con- 

unctive ‘and’, Jere pauses and produces a large mapping gesture 

see Hjulstad 2016 ) with which he shows the direction of the pre- 

entation order: Niko would go first and then they would proceed 

n the order in which the Finnish students are seated (Fig. 10). 

lthough the actions may be a workaround (i.e., he has already 

tarted the transition verbally and needs to finish it), the two to- 

ens of agreement by Niko and Essi that follow (Lines 7 and 9) and

ilence from the Czech party ratify the procedure. 
10 
Soon after this, Niko continues with the transition into the first 

opic with a boundary marking ‘so’ and then hesitates. Concur- 

ently, Adam turns to look at Miki and addresses him by name, 

aying he is up (Line 10). At this point, the Czech students thus 

eem to accept the presentation order, and they do not (yet) visibly 

rient to the spatial order that was used as the basis of its negotia- 

ion (cf. Saatçi et al. 2020 ). After some laughter induced by Adam’s 

omment, during which all the students orient to their screens and 

emote parties, Jere again directs his attention to Niko. He turns 

o look at him and inserts a sequence by which he instructs him 

n what to say (Lines 12 and 13). This indicates his orientation to 

iko as the primary next speaker and not Miki in the other loca- 

ion, even though they have been working on the topic together 

s a pair. The moment describes the emergent character of the lo- 

al space arrangement when establishing joint procedures for turn- 

aking, and how it may at least momentarily lead to forgetting the 

verall distributed spatial configuration. 

The next extract takes place eighteen minutes later, when two 

f the pairs have already shared their findings. Another topic tran- 

ition needs to be accomplished, and it is again initiated by Jere 

ho does this partly in overlap with the previous speaker, Nadja 

Line 1). What follows is the chair of the Czech party, Adam, ques- 

ioning the already established order for turn-taking, namely that 

hey should take turns more equally when starting a new topic. 

he extract shows how the joint procedure is renegotiated by vo- 

al and bodily-visual resources (Lines 9–14). 
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When the extract begins, Nadja and Essi have been discussing 

heir findings on English in commerce. Their presentation has 

asted quite long, which prompts Jere to initiate a transition in a 

equentially suitable place (Line 1). Nadja produces a turn contin- 

ation almost at the same time, and in the subsequent lines, she 

nd Jere pursue their distinct trajectories partly in overlap (Lines 

 and 4). Jere’s encouragement to ‘continue’ is produced in a smi- 

ey voice, and it induces laughter from both parties (Line 6). Af- 

er this, Nadja ends her turn with a concluding remark and moves 

rom an upright position to a leaning one concurrently with pro- 

ucing the sequence-closing token, ‘yeah’. She then makes the im- 

inence of next-speaker selection relevant by using a boundary 

arker ‘so’, spreading her hands along with gaze alternation in her 

ocal space and producing a statement ‘next one’ (Line 10). Nadja 

lso glances at Adam who then takes the floor partly in overlap 

ith Jere’s boundary marking ‘okay’. During this, Jere also turns to 

ook at the potential next speaker from his perspective, Ada, who 

its next to him. However, when Adam continues his turn with a 

uestion targeted at his local peers, he uses the collective expres- 

ion ‘our group’ to specifically refer to the members of the Czech 

arty as potential next speakers (Line 13). He emphasizes this by 

azing at the peers on his right side, namely Aga and Dana who 

ave not presented yet, and by producing a cyclic gesture with his 

ndex finger up (Fig. 11). 

Next, Adam continues with a conjunctive ‘or’ and some hesita- 

ion, and when he turns to look at the Finnish party, they recipro- 

ate with gaze. What follows is Adam’s account by which he elabo- 

ates on the reason behind the question that he targeted at his lo- 

al peers. When he explicitly mentions the unequal procedure, i.e., 

he Finnish party always presenting first, he addresses them with a 

ronoun ‘you’ and produces a palm-up gesture with his both hands 

Line 14). His humorous turn-concluding lexical item, ‘rear’, makes 

he others laugh, but as he thereafter states that they should take 

urns on more equal terms, the Finnish students immediately show 

heir agreement with this bodily (via nods) or verbally (Lines 18–

0). This indeed indicates that Jere’s initial actions to establish the 

rocedure (in Extract 4) were a workaround, and he did not intend 

o be exclusive or unfair. Adam takes the Finnish students’ ratify- 

ng responses as a confirmation of the new procedure, and in line 

1, he uses an open-hand gesture to explicitly give the floor over 

o ‘somebody’ in their location (Fig. 12). After this, Dana volun- 

eers to begin the next topic and accomplishes the transition into 

he presentation prepared by her and Tiina. This way the original 

rocedure and the order for presenting the findings between the 

tudents in the two locations become re-established. 

This section has shown how the hybrid VC setting may impact 

n and guide the situated establishment of joint procedures in a 

on-inclusive manner. The two extracts illustrated the consequen- 

iality of a workaround related to topic-related transitions and the 

nteractional work that was needed to (re)negotiate it. This meant 

aiting for a sequentially suitable place, i.e., another topic transi- 

ion, the chair’s intervention and mobilising the interactional space 

o ratify the new procedure. The section has highlighted the stu- 

ents’ orientation to the affordances and challenges of the hybrid 

C environment and their ability to renegotiate the rules for turn- 

aking and next-speaker selection without prior experience (see 

lso Hjulstad 2016 , Sert & Balaman 2018 ). It also indicated that so-

ial actions and practices can be accommodated and developed to 

ake them more inclusive even in a short stretch of time. How- 

ver, more work is needed to substantiate this view. 

. Concluding discussion 

This paper has investigated how university students in group- 

o-group videoconferencing (VC) organise their verbal and embod- 

ed conduct to advance interaction in a collaborative and inclu- 
12 
ive manner. Drawing on video recorded data from two sessions, 

n which the students speak English as a shared foreign language, 

he aim was to unravel their methods for coordinating actions 

n and across the physical and digital environments. The analy- 

is focused specifically on transitions related to next-speaker se- 

ection and topic change, which formed a practical problem for 

he students and required additional interactional work to include 

he remote party. These called for an understanding of the af- 

ordances and limitations of the distributed spatial configuration 

nd, most importantly, the ability to reflexively mobilise the in- 

eractional space(s) for turn-taking and participation (see also e.g., 

ittinen 2020a , Mondada 2013 ). The findings indicate group-to- 

roup VCs as complex hybrid-digital environments in which the 

oordination of social actions requires attention to the details of 

arious overlapping arrangements. 

The analysis showed the ubiquitous role of the distributed spa- 

ial configuration in the organisation of social conduct. It illustrated 

hat transitions regarding next-speaker selection and topic change 

equire using constellations of vocal and embodied resources that 

re both enabled and restricted by the affordances of the envi- 

onment. First, it was shown that accomplishing next-speaker se- 

ection in a collaborative and inclusive manner call for attend- 

ng to the temporal organisations of embodied orientation in both 

ne’s local and remote party, that is, by alternating between a lo- 

ally established F-formation and a ‘face-to-screenface’ formation 

 Due, 2020 ). What seemed to support these processes were the 

roduction of other- and screen-oriented gestures that are visible 

nough, enactment of the preassigned roles, especially that of the 

hair (cf. Rusk & Pörn, 2019 ), and contextualisation of turns (Ex- 

racts 1 & 2). Next, it was illustrated how the physical spatial con- 

guration(s) can play a role in the organisation of embodied con- 

uct (i.e., remaining in one’s ‘home position’; Chen & Brandt, 2021 ) 

nd how it may sometimes be accounted for as exclusive be- 

aviour in the ongoing activity (Extract 3). This also highlights the 

elicacies of hybrid VC and how it limits the opportunities to in- 

errupt the remote party in the ongoing interaction. Furthermore, 

he analysis showed how the hybrid setting can impact on the es- 

ablishment of transition-related procedures in a certain way that 

ay be later questioned and renegotiated (Extracts 4 & 5). What 

merged as a key finding were the system-related and situation- 

pecific difficulties related to flagging troubles in a non-disruptive 

r non-verbal manner, which the students solved either by letting 

hem pass or using verbalisations in a sequentially suitable place. 

aking into consideration that most of the students were novice 

sers of VC, the findings may not depict troubles of more experi- 

nced VC users. 

The findings comply with earlier work on video-mediated in- 

eraction, revealing some of the specifics regarding the ways in 

hich technological designs and platforms manifest in interac- 

ional processes (e.g., Heath & Luff 20 0 0 ; Hjulstad 2016 ). The re-

ources the students had for advancing interaction were different 

rom co-present situations in which participants are facing each 

ther around the same table (see Chen & Brandt 2021 ). For in- 

tance, it was possible to use gaze to indicate recipiency of a whole 

arty, but it could not be sufficiently used as a sole resource for 

ndicating recipiency of any individual next speaker or for taking 

urns. This may be partly due to the camera angles and the size 

f the screens that displayed the remote parties in each location 

cf. Saatçi et al., 2020 ). Albeit being new in the situation, the stu- 

ents reflexively utilized different methods to overcome this chal- 

enge. For instance, some of them deployed gestures and indexical 

xpressions, such as the pronoun ‘you’, in a contextualised manner 

y which members of the remote party were targeted and included 

n the ongoing discussion (cf. Nielsen, 2019 ). This meant success- 

ully utilising the interactional space(s) and their diverse arrange- 

ents (e.g., side-by-side; Kendon, 1990 ; Oittinen, 2020b ) to shape 
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he ongoing activity. The differences between the two groups in 

his respect may reflect on diverse levels of knowledge of how to 

be’ in this kind of an environment and what the affordances are. 

he study contributes to a better understanding of in situ practices 

n hybrid multiparty technologized settings which have been found 

omplex by their design ( Oittinen, 2018 ; Due, 2020 ). 

The study has implications for learning and teaching and its 

pecific areas, such as CALL (e.g., Austin et al. 2017 , González- 

loret 2015 , González-Lloret et al. 2021 , Guichon & Cohen 2014 , 

ert & Balaman 2018 ). Although the focus of the paper was not on

nglish or language learning per se, it is yet notable that the stu- 

ents were able to complete the task collaboratively and by adapt- 

ng to the intercultural environment. Furthermore, the established 

ethods to manage turn-taking, moderate transitions and to in- 

lude the remote party illustrate the development of their interac- 

ional competence in a short period of time (cf. Pekarek Doehler 

 Berger, 2016 ). What is raised as key here is embodied interac- 

ional competence (cf. Okada, 2018 ), which can be described as 

he meaningful use of one’s body (1) to display orientation to the 

ngoing activity and to co-participants’ conduct in and across the 

hysical and digital spatial configuration(s) and (2) to facilitate 

utual focus and understanding between the distributed parties. It 

s thus presented as a “teachable” and part of a skill set needed to 

ucceed in situations of online and hybrid collaborative work. This 

s of special relevance to educators in (language) teaching, intercul- 

ural communication, and those in other areas or subjects where 

E is used as part of learner-centred pedagogical designs (see e.g., 

áhn & Podlásková 2016 ). 

The present study investigated the negotiation of collaborative 

nd inclusive practices in group-to-group videoconferencing (VC), 

ontributing to a better understanding of technologized, hybrid 

earning situations and students’ in situ practices. More research is 

till needed to understand the consequences of these practices in 

epth. In addition, microanalytic and longitudinal research on how 

ovice users of VC develop their practices over a longer period of 

ime could be further explored. The findings of this study can be 

sed to inform teaching practices and development in the context 

f higher education, for which there is a continuous need. 
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ppendix A. Transcription conventions 

intonation is continuing , 

. intonation is final 

? rising intonation 

↑ rising intonation/ high pitch 

↓ falling intonation 

= latched utterances 

[] overlapping talk 

tha −a cut-off word 
13 
whatword emphasis 

> what < speech pace that is quicker than the surrounding talk 

< what > speech pace that is slower than the surrounding talk 
◦what ◦speech that is quieter than the surrounding talk 

W HAT speech that is louder than the surrounding talk 

LwhatL smiley voice 

wh (h ) a (h ) tlaughingly uttered word 

( what ) uncertain hearings 

(x ) unrecognizable or confidential item 

(. ) micro pause, less than 0.2 s 

( 0 . 5 ) silences timed in tenths of a second 

( ( gazes ) ) transcriber’s comments 

# location of the figure in relation to talk and non-verbal action 

∗ − −− > gesture or action described continue across subse- 

uent lines 

· − −− > ∗gesture or action described continue until the same 

ymbol is reached 

∗− − − >> gesture or action described continue until and after 

xcerpt’s end 

l. 9 gesture or action described continue until the line mentioned 
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